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scrutiny not only of the accounts maintained by the Secretary of State in Council but also of those of the High Commissioner for India. This situation gives rise to certain anomalies, which call for detailed Examination.
'6. The first provision for the appointment of the Home Auditor appeared in the Government of India Act of 1858. Its main object was to provide an independent authority which would scrutinise on behalf of Parliament the exercise by the Secretary of State in Council of the powers entrusted to him by the Act. At that time the Secretary of State in Council was, under sections 2 and 21 of the Act, the supreme authority in respect of expenditure from the revenues of India. He delegated certain powers to authorities in India, and watched their exercise of those powers through the agency of the Comptroller and Auditor General hi India, who was appointed by the Secretary of State but worked in direct subordination to the Government of India. Thus the Secretary of State, as the ultimate spending authority, watched^ with the aid of the Comptroller and Auditor General in India, the expenditure of the authorities to whom he had delegated power ; while he answered for his own outlay to Parliament, which derived its information from the Home Auditor appointed for the purpose.
7. With the reformed constitution, the position as regards expenditure has undergone considerable change. In the first place, the ultimate power of sanctioning expenditure has, in respect of provincial transferred subjects, passed from the Secretary of State in Council to executive authorities in India. Secondly, specific appropriation of funds is now necessary before expenditure can be incurred, and in many cases such appropriation must necessarily take the shape of a vote by a legislative body in India. Not onlv is a considerable portion of the outlay of the Secretary of State himself financed from funds so voted, but the position is further complicated by the institution of the High Commissioner for India who spends, as the agent of the central and provincial Governments, monies partly voted by their respective legislatures and partly, in respect of non-voted items, allotted by the executive Governments. Finally, statutory provision has been made for the appointment of an Auditor General in India, who is largely independent of the Government of India and is responsible, inter alia, for the audit of the expenditure in India from the revenues of India, The results of this audit are reported both to the legislatures in India and to the Secretary of State in Council.
State's
8. The existing position involves more than one anomaly. As has been already stated, section 27 of the Government of India Act is so worded that, on the creation of the High Commissioner, his accounts became automatically subject to the audit of the Home Auditor and, under clause (7) of the same sec-tion the latter is required to lay his reports upon those accounts before both Houses of Parliament. It is inconsistent with the constitutional position of the High Commissioner as an authority subordinate • to the Government of India that his accounts.should be submitted separately direct to Parliament, rather than^as a part of the accounts of the Government of India as a whole. On the other hand, there is no provision in the Act for the submission to the legislatures in India of the report upon the accounts of the High Commissioner; although the expenditure which they represent has been sanctioned either by the executive authorities in India or by the High raunissioner himself in virtue of powers delegated r those'authorities, while a large part <£*&«*«*» cover the "expenditure has been voted by the togiSSSeTl?^^. —-IM;*•* tto ^ £»M be so amended as to require ttte submission, to ww legislatures in India of the reports of the High Cora-ISoner's accounts; and a similar procedure seems
in the case of the
seeing that these also deal with a con-ALderable amount of expenditure of f«ads voted by the Indian Legislatures.
 9. Again, the High Commissioner for India acts under the direct instructions of the Government of India. His financial transactions are governed entirely by those instructions and by such compilations as the Civil Service Regulations and the Fundamental Rules. The great majority of such rules and orders has to be followed by subordinate authorities in India as well as by the High Commissioner. The transactions of the latter authorities come under the audit of the Auditor General hi India, and it is essential that the officers responsible for the audit in the two countries should interpret the rules and orders in the same way. There is specific provision both in the Civil Service Regulations and the Fundamental Rules that the final authority for the interpretation of these rules vests in the Government of India; and that authority is in actual practice exercised in direct consultation with the Auditor General, who circulates the interpretations so given as " Audit Instructions." It seems, therefore, to be most desirable that the official in the United Kingdom who is entrusted with the audit of the accounts of the High Commissioner should act in direct subordination to the Auditor General in India. This result could be achieved either by posting in the United Kingdom a member of the Auditor General's ordinary establishment, or by arranging that the Home Auditor should, in respect of the High Commissioner's accounts, act as a representative of the Auditoi General in India, responsible to the latter official.
10. Again, under sub-section (1) of section 27 of
the Government of India Act, the Home Auditor's
assistants are specified in the Warrant of his Appoint
ment As a result, the power of appointing these
assistants, both gazetted and non-gazetted, vests in
practice in the Secretary of State; while the statutory
character of their appointment renders their pay
non-voted. On the other hand, the majority of the
staff working under the Auditor General in India is
sanctioned by the Government of India, and the
greater portion of the funds from which expenditure
on that staff is financed is provided by the vote of
the legislature. There appears to be no obvious
reason why the procedure in the two cases should
not be brought into line, the staff employed on the
audit of the High Commissioner's transactions being
sanctioned by the Government of India and paid out
of funds which, to the extent necessary under the
sections of the. Act other than 27, are voted by t&e
Legislative Assembly.	.,.,.. *.. *
11. The recommendations made in this section of this memorandum as regards the audit of the accounts of expenditure in the United Kingdom may be summarised as follows : —
(1)	Provision should be made in the Act for the
submission to the appropriate legislative bodies in India of the reports on the accounts of the High Commissioner and the Secretary of State in Council.
(2)	It is unnecessary that the report on the High
Commissioner's accounts should be submitted direct to Parliament.
(3\ The High Commissioner's accounts should be audited by an authority responsible to the Auditor General in India.
(4) The subordinate staff enjoyed upon the audit of those accounts should be appointed by the Government of India and its pay, to the extent necessary under Sections of the Act other than 27; should be voted by the Legislative Assembly .
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